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Abstract
This paper describes the concept of telescience
operations for the International Space Station
(ISS). The extended duration microgravity
environment of the ISS will enable microgravity
science research to enter into a new era of
increased scientific and technological data
return. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) has a vision of
distributed ground operations which enables the
Principal Investigator direct interaction with
his/her on-board experiment from his/her home
location. This is the concept of telescience and
is essential for maximizing the use of the long
duration science environment that ISS provides.
The goal of telescience is to provide the
capability to fully tele-operate an experiment
from any ground location in such a way as to
increase the amount and quality of scientific and
technological data return and decrease the
operations cost of an individual experiment
relative to the era of Space Shuttle experiments.
This paper also describes the NASA Lewis
Research Center (LeRC) implementation
approach for the LeRC Telescience Support
Center (TSC) and Principal Investigator Science
Operations Sites (SOS) which will fully meet the
concept of telescience as prescribed by the
Agency.
Introduction
The NASA Microgravity Research Program
Office (MRPO) advocates and coordinates an
interdisciplinary research community to conduct
specified research and to disseminate the results
of that research. Research selected for flight
definition are assigned to a carrier or a research
facility best suited for that experiment (Space
Shuttle, International Space Station, Glovebox,
etc.). NASA Lewis Research Center (LeRC) is
responsible for the development and operation of
individual flight experiments and a research
facility on the International Space Station to
perform numerous microgravity investigations in
combustion and fluid science research.
The emphasis of this paper is on the telescience
ground operations required for the ISS. The ISS
is an earth orbiting facility which houses
experiment payloads, distributes resource
utilities, and supports permanent human
habitation for conducting experiments with
research and science payloads in a microgravity
environment. The ISS operates continually on
an increment basis that combines different
operations such as assembly, scientific research,
logistics, maintenance and other ISS systems and
utilization operations. With the advent of the
ISS, the LeRC Microgravity Science Division
(MSD) has a responsibility to develop the
necessary telescience capability to support these
missions on the International Space Station.
The concept of telescience will provide ground
operators and Principal Investigators with the
ground facilities and operations capabilities
required to train for, simulate, and support a
mission. The NASA Lewis Telescience Support
Center (TSC), located at NASA Lewis Research
Center, will provide the systems and services
required to perform telescience. Prior to ISS, the
NASA LeRC TSC has provided varying levels
of operational support for over 16 Shuttle
missions and 35 payload operations teams,
including a remote science operations site (SOS)
at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. With this
past experience, LeRC is in an excellent position
to transition to long duration ISS ground
operations.
Concept of Telescience
The concept of telescience is to provide a
complete and comprehensive end-to-end solution
for controlling experiment hardware on-board
the International Space Station (ISS). With this
in mind, telescience actually begins with the on-
board experiment hardware and ends with the
experiment investigator. Although numerous
interfaces exist in between the investigator and
the on-board experiment hardware, the principle
of telescience is to make the interfaces as
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transparentaspossibleandideallynodifferent
thanif theexperimenthardwarewasactually
sittingnextto theinvestigatorn theground.
ThisconceptisdepictedinFigure1.0.
Figure 1.0 ISS Concept of Telescience
Benefits of Telescience
The benefits of telescience are numerous. The
flight operations benefits include the following:
• Reduction or elimination of crew
intervention
• Increases ability to automate experiment
operations
• Increases the efficient use of on-board
resources (ie: crew time, power)
• Optimizes real-time operations thus
increasing return on science
• Improves ability to resolve anomalies and
assure success of science objectives
The ground operational benefits include the
following:
• The real-time experiment command and
control capability reside at the home site of
the Principal Investigator (PI) and the
Engineering Team
• Enhances the ability to support long
duration science experiments in space
• Increases the ability of the PI to interact
with the experiment thus increasing the
quality and return of science data
• Increases the visibility and community
interest in ISS research
• Cost savings through the standardization
and reuse of methods and ground operations
equipment
Ground Architecture
Depicted in Figure 2.0, is a simplified ISS Flight
to Ground Architecture, which includes the
ground segment of the distributed operations
concept. The ISS ground segment is comprised
of the Mission Control Center (MCC), located at
NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC), the Payload
Operations Integration Center (POIC), located at
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), and
TSCs, located at AMES, LeRC, MSFC, and JSC.
The TSCs serve as a key component of the end
to end International Space Station (ISS) ground
segment. Together with the POIC, and the
MCC, the TSCs will provide the set of tools and
services required to fully enable remote
operations at a Science Operations Site (SOS)
for an individual investigator.
Figure 2.0 ISS Flight to Ground Architecture
NASA LeRC Telescience Concept
Implementation
The following paragraphs provide a detailed
description of the NASA LeRC implementation
of the telescience concept as it applies to the ISS
experiments that are developed and performed at
NASA LeRC. The LeRC Space Directorate is
composed of two groups that are currently
developing experiment hardware for the ISS.
The Microgravity Science Division (MSD) is
responsible for microgravity investigations in
combustion and fluid science research. The
Power and Propulsion Office is responsible for
advanced space power investigations. The
development and operations of the LeRC TSC is
under the Microgravity Science Division with
95% of its total use devoted to microgravity
research.
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LeRC TSC Interface Description
The primary interfaces from and to the TSC are
shown in Figure 2.0. The TSC to POIC interface
includes access to the Payload Data Services
System (PDSS), the Payload Planning System
(PPS), the Enhanced Huntsville Operations
Support Center (HOSC) System (EHS), data
distribution and the Enhanced Mission
Communications System (EMCS) for voice
distribution. The TSC interfaces to JSC for ISS
video distribution. The TSC interfaces to the
Principal Investigator SOSs for Telescience
Resource Kit workstations (TreK), which is a
personal computer based ground operations
console, voice and video communications,
distribution of air-to-ground voice, and video
tele-conferencing. The TSC will also support an
interface to local payload developer oft-line
operations areas for a telemetry only type of
interface. Collectively, this set of tools and
capabilities perform command processing, real
time and near real time telemetry processing, and
ground personnel communications for pre-launch
integration and checkout, simulation training,
and flight operations. Additional details on the
ground support architecture and system
capabilities are contained in the Payload
Operations and Integration Center (POIC)
Capabilities Document, SSP 50304, the
LeRC-TSC Operations Concept Document,
LeRC-TSC-003, and the TSC Implementation
Plan, LeRC-TSC-004.
:::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::
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Figure 3.0 TSC Interfaces
Telescience Support Center
The TSC will is located at NASA Lewis
Research Center and currently resides in
Building 333. The TSC will host the LeRC
operations teams for microgravity and non-
microgravity operations activities. The ultimate
goal for the TSC is to ensure that all
programmatic, system, and customer
requirements are identified and accommodated
by the design, implementation and procedures
for operating the facility.
The TSC objectives are:
• To design, operate and maintain a secure
operations facility for ground support
personnel (GSP) to monitor, command, and
control experiments onboard the ISS
• To provide a capability for training g.s.p.,
performing simulations, and mission opera-
tions at the TSC and/or at remote SOS.
The TSC will be ready for early payload
operations starting with the ISS 6A flight,
currently scheduled for April 2000. By the UF3
flight, currently scheduled for October 2002, the
TSC will be fully operational. At the completion
of the Fluids and Combustion Facility in 2004,
the TSC anticipates operating continuously to
support the 10-20 investigations per year that the
FCF will accommodate. The following table
identifies the ISS Early Utilization Traffic Model
for the planned operations at the TSC.
Flight Payload
6A Physics of Colloids in Space (PCS)
Acceleration Measurement *
(SAMS-II & MAMS)
Plasma Contactor *
UF2 2 Glovebox Experiments
(CSLM-2 & InSpace)
13A Attitude Control & Energy Storage
Experiment (ACESE)*
UF3 Combustion Integrated Rack
UF5 Fluids Integrated Rack
1 Glovebox Experiment (Marshall)
UF7 Shared Accommodations Rack
(SAR)**
* continuous monitoring of operations
**completes the Fluids & Combustion Facility
Table 1.0 LeRC ISS Utilization Traffic Model
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TSC System Requirements
The TSC system requirements are derived from
the International Ground System Segment
Specification, SSP 54500. This serves as the
starting point for defining and evaluating the top
level system requirements. In addition, and
equally important, is the input provided by the
future users of the TSC. Locally, a Telescience
Working Group has been formed to help
cultivate the identification and definition of
payload developer operations concepts and
requirements to assure that the TSC system
requirements and design will in fact meet the
envelope of individual user requirements. The
TSC system requirements are documented in the
LeRC TSC Requirements Document, TSC-
DOC-002. Subsequent to the definition of the
TSC system requirements, increment specific
ground data services are submitted by the
individual payloads into the ISS Payload Data
Library. All of the individual payload
requirements that operate from the LeRC TSC,
along with their remote SOS requirements, are
then integrated for a single increment. For
example, the payloads identified for the 6A
flight, or ISS increment 2, for PCS, SAMS-II,
MAMS, and Plasma Contactor are integrated
into a set of increment specific requirements.
The set of increment specific requirements
establish the baseline services and allocation of
resources for that increment.
The individual project manager and the Principal
Investigator develop the requirements for the
SOS. Payload requirements for the SOS are also
submitted to the Payload Data Library. The TSC
will be responsible for SOS service requirements
for equipment and/or services that are actually
supplied by the TSC. For example, the TSC will
be responsible for configuring and deploying
TreK systems to the SOS for use during the
increment. The TSC will not be responsible for
SOS service requirements for equipment and/or
services that originate from MSFC or JSC. For
example, JSC is responsible for ISS video
distribution that comes directly from JSC.
TSC Development Approach and Status
The TSC development approach is phased as two
development activities. Phase 1 of the TSC will
accommodate the early payload operational
requirements starting with 6A, through 13A
with 1 planned SOS. Phase 2 of the TSC will
increase capability to accommodate the FCF
facility class payload and multiple SOSs starting
with UF3. The following paragraphs describe
the Phase 2 implementation approach.
TSC Systems Description
Based on the requirements in the TSC
Requirements Document, TSC-DOC-002, the
following systems have been defined to support
telescience operations. Figure 4.0 shows a top
level diagram of the TSC system.
The TSC systems include:
• Data and Commanding
• Audio System
• Video System
• Telecommunications & Networking
• Ground Track &Timing
• Video Tele-Conferencing
Figure 4.0 TSC Architecture
Telescience
Resou[ce
Kits [TREK}
Data & Commanding
The data and commanding system provides a
capability for requesting, receiving, storing,
processing, and displaying telemetry data,
commanding the on-board hardware, and access
to other ISS mission services. The TreK system
serves as the standard user interface to the TSC
data and commanding system. The TreK system
consists of a personal computer which is
configured with commercial off the shelf
software, shareware, and freeware, and interface
software provided by MSFC. TreK systems will
be used at both the TSC and at the SOSs. In
addition, the TSC will host a remote copy of the
MSFC provided EHS. All TSC and SOS TreK
workstations will interface to the TSC copy of
the EHS. In addition, the remote copy of the
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EHS will support local database management for
commanding and telemetry which is essential for
managing multiple SOSs for the FCF.
Audio System
The audio system provides a capability for
receiving and transmitting signals from and to
the MSFC voice distribution system. Individual
voice loops will be distributed to Operator
Communications Panels at each console location
in the TSC and will provide access to local and
ISS voice loops. Audio distribution to SOSs will
be supported either through the use of remote
operator communication panels or over the
internet. Voice distribution over the internet is
under evaluation.
The TSC timing system provides displays of ISS
real-time and simulated times. The timing
system accepts the IRIG-B Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT) signal and creates displays that are
distributed throughout the TSC using the TSC
video matrix.
Video Conferencing
The TSC video-conferencing system will support
bi-directional audio and video communications
with other NASA centers and SOSs. Video-
conferencing at SOSs will also be supported but
the implementation is undefined at this time.
Video System
The TSC video system provides a capability for
distributing, accessing, displaying, and recording
ISS downlink video. Each console location will
have a video monitor and a video channel matrix
which will provide individual control of video
selection. Video distribution to SOSs will be
directly from JSC over domestic satellite. Video
over the intemet is also being evaluated as a
potential solution for video distribution to SOSs.
Telecommunications & Networking
The TSC telecommunications and networking
system serves as the primary communications
link between the NASA Integrated Services
Network (NISN) and the LeRC TSC internal
network. NISN is responsible for all of NASA's
wide area network telecommunications services
for the transmission of data, video, and voice.
Commercial capabilities will be utilized werever
possible. Telecommunications to the SOSs are
also the responsibility of NISN and
implementation plans are undefined at this time.
Ground Track & Timing
The TSC Ground Track provides displays of ISS
on-orbit and predicted Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite (TDRS) acquisition of signal and loss of
signal (AOS/LOS) times. The Ground Track and
AOS/LOS displays are generated by computers
and sent to the video matrix system for
distribution to TSC users. If requested, a ground
track system could be provided to a SOS.
Facility Accommodations
The facility accommodations will include the
following functional areas:
• Operations areas for payload experiment
team console activities
• Operations control area for TSC staff
• Training facility
• Communications interface and data system
server area
• Data system development & validation,
system-administration, and workstation-
staging area for TSC staff to perform data
system related tasks
• Video Conferencing area
• Meeting rooms for replanning activities and
shift hand-over functions
• Spares & equipment storage
• Document & drawing storage
• Common services area for printers,
scanners, copiers, fax machine, and supplies
Science Operations Site Description
Due to the uniqueness of each microgravity
investigation, SOS's will vary in the level of
functionality required. The following
description is provided as a general idea of what
a SOS would look like and is not meant to be all-
inclusive nor constraining to the development of
a future SOS. Each Principal Investigator will
work with the NASA Project Manager to
identify and develop the appropriate operations
concept that meets the goals of the investigation.
Each SOS will be fairly unique in the sense that
each one has different methods, approaches, and
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functionsthatcouldbeperformedat theSOS.
Thefirst decisionis to determineif a remote
SOSisappropriate.Oncethedecisionismade
to setupa SOSat thePI'shomelocation,an
operationsconceptwhichdefinesrolesand
responsibilitiesof theNASAEngineeringteam
andtheScienceTeamwouldbedevelopedto
helpidentifyappropriater quirementsto submit
to the PayloadDataLibrary. Itemsto be
consideredinclude:
• Durationofexperimentoperations
• AssessmentofexistingservicesattheSOS
• PhysicallocationofSOS
• SecurityrequirementsfortheSOS
• FunctionstobeperformedattheSOS
• CommunicationswithEngineering
Team
• Sciencet lemetrydatamonitoringor
monitoringandcommanding
• Videorequirements
• Videoand/orteleconferencing
requirements
• Otherservicerequirements
Asa minimum,it is envisioned that a PI would
require a TreK system, access to internet
services, some type of NASA wide area network
interface, voice communications, and a tele-
conferencing capability.
SecuritE
The TSC shall implement a security program
that is based on its NASA mission and National
Policy. Security requirements shall also be
imposed on the SOSs and will be their
responsibility to implement.
Training and Certification
A certified TSC trainer will provide training and
certification to all Grotmd Support Personnel that
operate from either the TSC or SOSs. User
training and certification will consist of:
• Generic user training on security policies
and on the operations of TSC provided
voice, video equipment, and TReK work-
stations
• Increment-specific training for operations
that are coordinated with MSFC, JSC, and
SOSs
• User certification will be in accordance with
programmatic requirements to be defined in
the Payload Ground Support Personnel
Training and Certification Plan
Summary
As the era of the ISS becomes a reality,
telescience will assure the optimization of
science and technological data return. Principal
Investigators will be able to monitor and control
experiment hardware on-board the ISS
independent of his/her geographical location.
The distribution of ground operations will
maximize the use of the ISS by increasing the
amount and quality of data returned to the
investigator. At NASA LeRC, the TSC is being
developed to fully accommodate telescience
either from the TSC or from a remote PI science
operations site. The phased development
approach will respond to user requirements by
providing a cost-effective design that allows for
maximum capability. In addition, many
innovative solutions such as voice and video
over the Internet are being evaluated across the
ISS program, which will reduce cost and
increase telescience capability for the
experimenter for the minimum investment of
resources.
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